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Brooks II
Fireclay Farmhouse Sink

+ The Brooks II is part of our
   INSPIRE line of fireclay sinks that 
   offer the timeless farmhouse design 
   with modern enhancements for
   functionality and easy use.

+ Offers a traditional style of a classic 
   farmhouse sink for families looking for 
   premium design and durability without 
   paying premium costs. 

+ Traditional farmhouse double bowl 
   design provides space for soaking, hand 
   washing, drying, and stacking dishes for 
   easy kitchen living.

+ Our crisp white fireclay material is 
   hand-selected as the perfect 
   combination of durability, density,
   beauty, and functionality.

+ Guaranteed to not chip, crack, stain, or 
   rust, and we back that promise with our 
   exclusive Sinkology Lifetime Warranty.

+ Designed for easy installation with level, 
   flat bottom and 90-degree side walls.

33” x 18” x 10”
Model #SK496-33FC

Kitchen Sink Basket Strainer Drain
Antique Copper #TB35-01, Stainless #TB35-03

#SK496-33FC

Kitchen Sink ISE Disposal Flange
Antique Copper #TD35-01, Stainless #TD35-03

Kitchen Sink Bottom Grid
Spencer Antique Brown Grid #SG011-15
Griffin Stainless Steel Grid #SG011-15ST
GridLogic Antique Brown #SGL-PLT
GridLogic Stainless Steel #SGL-PLT-ST

Care IQ® Kit
Fireclay Care IQ Kit #SARMOR-401

Features

About Sinkology
At Sinkology, we are on a mission to make unique, high-quality kitchen, bath and home décor 

products that inspire real people to find beauty in their homes and lives. 

We believe that every project and every budget is worthy of beautiful products designed to last a 

lifetime—and that with the right information, every house can become the home of your dreams. 

Product Pairing Suggestions

https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-accessory/fireclay-careiq-kit/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-sink/brooks-fireclay-farmhouse-sink/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-sink/brooks-fireclay-farmhouse-sink/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-sink/brooks-fireclay-farmhouse-sink/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-accessory/kitchen-basket-strainer-drain/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-accessory/kitchen-ise-disposal-flange-drain/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-accessory/kitchen-sink-ise-disposal-flange-nickel/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-accessory/kitchen-sink-basket-strainer-drain-nickel/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-accessory/spencer-copper-kitchen-sink-bottom-grid/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-accessory/griffin-stainless-steel-kitchen-sink-bottom-grid/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-accessory/gridlogic-bottom-grid-kitchen-sink-organizer-antique-brown/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-accessory/gridlogic-bottom-grid-kitchen-sink-organizer-stainless-steel/
https://www.sinkology.com/about-sinkology/
https://www.sinkology.com/
https://www.sinkology.com/


Lifetime Warranty

Brooks II
Fireclay Farmhouse Sink
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+ Outer - 33” x 18” x 10”

+ Inner - 31” x 16” x 9”

+ Weight - 115 lbs

+ Drain - 3.5” diameter

+ Cabinet Size - 36” minimum

Technical Specifications

All Sinkology products come with a lifetime warranty. 
You won’t need it, but it’s there.

CustomerService@Sinkology.com | 866.915.3003
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